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WORD: Instructional Details: The Truth Is - this is a pressed, printed, NUMBERED and limited CD. I

repeat, NOT A CDR. The Two rarest Lenny Bruce LPs ever made have been digitally remastered and

quality is great(especially compared to the original). The cd consists of the 10 inch LP named WARNING

and the original 12 inch LP named LENNY BRUCE IS OUT AGAIN (not the Phil Spector edited, censored

edition on Philles). The reason these are so scarce is Lenny himself recorded, edited, pressed and even

sold these records door to door. The CD contains every word from these LPs - uncensored! Probably the

craziest piece on the CD, is track 25 (Is That Obscene?), where Lenny had turned his tape backwards

and spells out KCUF(so as not to have evidence for the prosecutors), but on the CD it has been

flawlessly restored to how he actually said it. You don't have to find the albums now, not only does it have

all the skits, it also has both front and back covers, printed throughout the CD. The 4 panel insert also has

a short bio tribute to Lenny. My fave is when you take the CD(with Lenny givin the bird behind bars) out of

the CD case and the cover of LB IS Out Again appears, it seems like you are letting Lenny out of jail (ok

ok, I may be putting a little too much into it). This archive piece is limited to 999 numbered pieces. Plus

there are two bonus tracks - not even listed on the CD. I swore silence to the distributor not to reveal what

I heard, but one is also a digitally restored piece that hasn't been heard in years. The cd is an astounding

73 minutes long. I have heard Track 28 of Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts before, but not like this - it really

sounds like you are there! Each CD has a unique number and it is SEALED. The cd, pictures, graphics,

story and being numbered, just make this CD so cool. Put out by SicSicSic Inc with a number of

LBSU-666.
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